Despite its widespread use in neuroscience, the reliability of fMRI remains insufficiently understood. One powerful way to tap into aspects of fMRI reliability is via the inter-subject correlation (ISC) approach, which exposes different viewers to the same time-locked naturalistic stimulus and assesses the similarity of neural time series. Here we examined the correlations of fMRI time series from 24 participants who watched the same movie clips across three repetitions. This enabled us to examine inter-subject correlations, intra-subject correlations, and correlations between aggregated time series, which we link to the notions of inter-rater reliability, stability, and consistency. In primary visual cortex we found average pairwise inter-subject correlations of about r = 0.3, and intra-subject correlations of similar magnitude. Aggregation across subjects increased inter-subject (inter-group) correlations to r = 0.87, and additional intra-subject averaging before cross-subject aggregation yielded correlations of r = 0.93. Computing the same analyses for parietal (visuospatial network) and cingulate cortices (saliency network) revealed a gradient of decreasing ISC from primary visual to higher visual to post-perceptual regions. These latter regions also benefitted most from the increased reliability due to aggregation. We discuss theoretical and practical implications of this link between neural process similarity and psychometric conceptions of inter-rater reliability, stability, and internal consistency.
Methods
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Participants. Twenty-four healthy adults (mean age = 23.2 years, SD = 2.88; range 69 = 20 to 36 years, 13 females) with normal or corrected-to normal vision and no history 70 of neurological of psychiatric disease participated in this study. One additional 71 participant was immediately replaced due to scanner artifacts. All participants provided 72 written consent to the study protocol, which was approved by the local ethics 73 committee. Participants received either course credit or monetary compensation. 74 Stimulus and Procedure. The movie clips used in this study were extracted from 75 Hollywood feature films and TV broadcasts. They consisted of positive, erotic materials 76 depicting partly or completely naked heterosexual couples engaging in sexual activity, 77 but they were not explicitly pornographic. The length of the erotic movie stimulus was 78 4 minutes and 30 seconds, comprising six concatenated short clips. The movies were 79 shown on a MR-compatible visor system (VisualSystem, NordicNeuroLab, Inc.) with a 80 screen resolution of 800 x 600 pixels, and timing was time-locked to the scanner triggers 81 using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.) . Participants were 82 instructed to freely watch the clips while holding their heads still. Participants also 83 viewed an assortment of neutral movie clips, but comparison of responses between the 84 erotic and neutral movies is beyond the scope of this study and will be reported 85 elsewhere. However, analysis of the neutral clips shows similar findings across levels of 86 aggregation as reported here. Participants saw each movie three times in alternating 87 order, randomly starting with either the positive or the neutral video assortment. After 88 the viewing task we acquired a high-resolution structural scan from each participant. 89 MRI acquisition and analysis. MRI data were acquired using a Philips Intera 1.5 90 Tesla scanner equipped with Power Gradients. BOLD data was measured using a Fast 91 Echo Planar Imaging sequence (FFE-EPI, T2*-weighted, 90 degree flip angle, TR = 92 2500 ms, TE = 40 ms, ascending-interleaved slice order, in plane resolution of 3 x 3 mm, 93 slice thickness of 3.5 mm, 32 slices, no gap, FOV = 240 x 240 mm). We obtained 110 94 functional volumes during each presentation. Structural images were obtained at the 95 end of the experiment using a standard T1-weighted high resolution scan with a voxel 96 size of 1 x 1 x 1 mm (T1TFE, FOV = 256 x 256 mm, 200 sagittal slices). Field of View 97 was adjusted in line with the AC-PC plane. 98 FMRI Preprocessing and Data Extraction. Data was preprocessed using 99 SPM12 for realignment, slice time correction, and DARTEL normalization to the IXI500 100 template (http://brain-development.org/ixi-dataset/). Further processing was carried 101 out in Python 2.7 using the nilearn package (Abraham et al., 2014) and custom code.
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Specifically, functional time courses were extracted from regions provided by the 103 functional atlas of Shirer and colleagues (Shirer et al., 2012 ) (see Supplementary Figure 104 S1 for an overview). We chose to focus on regions rather than individual voxels because 105 regions are a common, established measurement unit in neuroimaging, and because 106 region-level as opposed to voxel-level responses should be less sensitive to anatomical 107 differences and allow for easier communication of results at the meso-scale (i.e. less than 108 100 regions vs. more than 40.000 voxels). However, the same ideas can be applied to 109 voxel-level-analysis. In addition to the three primary regions of interest, i.e. primary 110 visual, parietal, and anterior cingulate cortex, we also examine the results for additional 111 regions that might be expected to be engaged by the visual stimulus (e.g. higher visual 112 system, executive control network, default mode, see Supplementary Materials) as well 113 as the left and right auditory cortex as control regions. Furthermore, we added 114 subcortical regions for exploratory purposes: the bilateral thalamus, the amygdala 115 3/16 (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) , and the ventral striatum (Tziortzi et al., 2014) . FMRI 116 time courses were extracted from these regions and data were filtered (0.01 -0.12 Hz), 117 detrended, and motion parameters were added as confounds. The first 10 volumes that 118 might be affected by signal transients were removed, and the time courses were z-scored. 119 Thus, we obtained a neural time course consisting of 100 samples for each of the 38 120 regions, from 24 participants and 3 repetitions, yielding a 100 x 38 x 3 x 24 data matrix 121 that served as the basis for further analysis.
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Data analysis. For each region, we computed Pearson correlations between the fMRI 123 time series to capture i) the similarity of individual regional time courses between 124 participants (inter-subject correlation), ii) the similarity of time courses from the same 125 participant over repeated viewings (intra-subject correlation), and iii) the similarity of 126 time courses after initial averaging over multiple participants (inter-subject correlations 127 of aggregate time-courses) (Hasson et al., 2004) . For the inter-subject correlation 128 analysis (i) we begin with the fMRI time series recorded from 24 viewers during the first 129 viewing of the movie clips. To measure the similarity of neural responses in each region, 130 we compute the correlation between time-series from a given region (e.g.,
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r S1V1(subject1-1st viewing)-vs.-S2V1(subject2-1st viewing) . This analysis is then computed for 132 all pairs of participants (i.e. ((24 *24) -24)/2 = 276 values), and the resulting values are 133 Fisher-z-transformed, averaged, and finally re-transformed to an r -value that represents 134 the average similarity of time series across viewers in a given region. For the 135 intra-subject analysis (ii), we proceed in an analogous manner, but compute correlations 136 between time courses from the same individual across the three viewings of the same 137 movie (i.e., r S1V1-vs.S1V2 , r S1V1-vs.-S1V3 , r S1V2-vs.S1V3 , etc.). To compare intra-subject 138 correlations with inter-subject correlations, we also computed inter-subject correlations 139 also across different runs (e.g., r S1V1-vs.-S2V2 ) to account for potential order effects.
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Finally, for the aggregated inter-subject, or inter-group analyses (iii), we average the 141 time series from multiple viewers (e.g. from pairs, triplets, etc.) to create more reliable 142 signals, and then assess the correlation of aggregated signals at progressive levels of 143 aggregation. For example, we begin by taking the average time series from visual cortex 144 for viewers A and B, and correlate this average time series against the average of neural 145 time series from viewers C and D. Because there are multiple ways to split up the 146 viewers into groups of two, we compute these inter-group correlations for 1000 147 permutations of the grouping process. This scheme is applied from average pairwise, or 148 dyadic ISC up to the split-half ISC, which represents the correlation between the 149 average time series from one half of the group against the average of the remaining half. 150
Results
151
Inter-subject correlations 152 We begin by examining the inter-subject correlations of neural time-series between 153 individual viewers in the visual cortex ( Figure 1A -left panel). Figure 1D shows the 154 neural time courses from two random participants' visual cortex during the first viewing. 155 As can be seen, viewing the same time-locked movie sequences prompts similar time 156 courses and the inter-subject correlation for this random pair of subjects amounts to 157 r S1V1vsS2V1 = 0.22. Across all pairwise inter-subject correlations, we find an average 158 r interSC: pairwise = 0.35. Next, we start aggregating time courses of individual viewers.
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As a first aggregation step, we sample two random viewers, average their visual cortex 160 time course, and compare this 2-viewer-average time course against another 2-viewer 161 average time course from another random pair (e.g. r (avg(S1V1, S2V1)-vs.-avg(S3V1,S4V1)) ). 162 Figure 1D shows the change in correlations for example time courses averaged over two 163 participants. Figure 1D (bottom left) expands this procedure to averages of 6 persons 164 each (e.g. r avg(S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6)-vs.-avg(S7,S8,S9,S10,S11,S12)) ). As expected, averaged time 165 courses are more similar than the individual time series and the corresponding 166 correlations increase to an average r interSC: 2-person averages = 0.52 and 167 r interSC: 6-person averages = 0.76 across permutations. The highest aggregation step is the 168 one that splits the dataset into two halves and measures the correlation between time 169 course averages from two groups of twelve viewers each. As shown in Figure 1D 170 (bottom right), these split-half time courses are highly similar with an average 171 correlation of r interSC: split-half = 0.87 across permutations. Figure 1G generalizes this 172 procedure to all aggregation levels and shows the evolution of ISC in primary visual 173 cortex as we aggregate from pairwise analyses, to duplets, triplets, and all the way up to 174 split-half correlations.
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The same analytical steps as described for the visual cortex were also carried out for 176 the signals measured in the parietal and cingulate cortex (visuospatial and saliency 177 network). As can be seen from the corresponding plots in Figure 1E and 1H, ISC in 178 these regions is lower compared to the visual cortex, but still detectable to the human 179 eye. For example, the average correlation of individual time series from the visuo-spatial 180 network is about r interSC: pairwise = 0.2, and these correlations increase up to a level of 181 r interSC: split-half = 0.74 through averaging.
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Finally, for the saliency network, individual time series exhibit relatively weak 183 correlations around r interSC: pairwise 0.1 ( Figure 1I , first bar). However, as can be seen 184 in Figure 1F for the example time courses at the dyadic level, we sometimes find even 185 negative values, suggesting relatively high noise. However, aggregation across individual 186 Participants in this study viewed three repetitions of the same movie clips. This allowed 190 us to assess the similarity of regional fMRI time courses from a given viewer over 191 repeated viewings. These intra-subject correlations can be linked to test-retest 192 reliability, or measurement stability analysis. As can be seen in Figure 2 for one viewer, 193 the visual-cortex time-series from different repetitions resembled each other and 194 exhibited an intra-subject correlation of r intraSC = 0.51. Moving beyond the selected 195 exemplar viewer, we carried out this intra-subject correlation analysis for all viewers 196 and averaged the results: For the visual cortex we find average intra-subject correlations 197 of r intraSC = 0.33 across viewers. This value is nominally higher than the corresponding 198 inter-subject correlations, which amount to about r interSC: pairwise = 0.27. Of note, 199 because intra-subject correlations necessarily compare data from different viewings, we 200 also computed inter-subject correlations across viewings (e.g. viewer A, 1st viewing vs. 201 viewer B, 2nd viewing) to make the measures comparable. Therefore, inter-SC values 202 are slightly different from the results in Figure 1 , which reflected the inter-SC during 203 the first viewing only.
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A similar pattern emerges for the visuospatial network, which again yields somewhat 205 lower similarities compared to the visual cortex. As shown in Figure 2B and E, intra-SC 206 are somewhat higher than inter-SC. Finally, for the ACC node of the saliency network 207 (Figure 2 C,F) we find small intra-and inter-subject correlations. Supplementary table 208 S1 presents results for all other regions. Increasing inter-subject similarities through initial 210 within-person averaging 211 The presence of substantial intra-subject correlations suggests that intra-subject 212 averaging can increase the signal to noise ratio of the time series and thus provide a 213 more robust basis for subsequent inter-subject or inter-group correlation computations. 214 The enhancement of ISC due to this initial within-subject averaging is illustrated in single-viewing to r = 0.48 across the intra-subject averages from three viewings. At the 219 level of split-half aggregation, which exhibited a split-half correlation during first 220 viewing of r interSC: split half = 0.87, this intra-subject averaging increases the split-half 221 reliability to r = 0.93. Similarly, correlations in the visuospatial network rise from 222 r isc: split half = 0.74 without intra-subject averaging to r = 0.82, and for the dACC rise 223 from r isc: split half = 0.51 without intra-subject averaging to r = 0.69.
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The previous analyses were carried out on three regions selected based on their 225 location in the processing stream (Mesulam, 1998) . To provide a broader picture, we 226 carried out the same analyses for all other 35 nodes. The results, shown in Figure 4 , 227 parallel and expand the findings for the primary visual, visuospatial, and ACC regions. 228 In particular, we observed a decreasing gradient of ISC as we move away from visual 229 sensory regions, and there are strong effects of aggregation. As expected for the 230 silent-movie stimulus, the auditory cortex showed only weakly correlated responses 231 across participants. Also, amygdala, the striatum, and some regions of the default and 232 executive control network exhibit low correlations, suggesting that the selected 233 experimental movie did not engage activity in these regions very consistently across 
Discussion
236
The present study examined how similarly the brains of 24 participants respond during 237 a natural movie stimulus. Similarity of neural processing was quantified via inter-and 238 intra-subject correlation analysis. As expected, we found inter-SC to be maximal in 239 visual cortex and lower, but still reliable across widespread brain regions implicated in 240 higher order processing. Intra-subject correlations were generally higher than Table S1 ). The ACC, however, exhibits less strong correlations -255 ranging only around 0.1 at the pairwise level. This pattern of results aligns with 256 previous ISC findings (Hasson et al., 2004; Jääskeläinen et al., 2016) and is compatible 257 with models of neural information processing that propose a gradient of conservation 258 from primary to associative memory structures (Fuster, 2003; Mesulam, 1998; Pandya 259 and Yeterian, 2003) . These models, suggest the ACC as a region that integrates 260 8/16 incoming external information with internal demands pertaining to motivation, emotion, 261 and homeostasis, which could explain why it exhibits lower correlations across and 262 within viewers. The varying strength of ISC in sensory, perceptual, and post-perceptual 263 regions underscores that post-sensory regions do not just respond in a reflexive, 264 stimulus driven manner, but rather engage with the incoming stimulus based on the 265 match between the stimulus and regional response sensitivities. In this sense, a movie 266 provides each brain region with a time-varying landscape of action-opportunities 267 (Gibson, 1977) , and the resulting correlations of fMRI responses point to commonalities 268 in how perceptual and cognitive-emotional systems navigate this landscape.
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Based on this reasoning, we suggest that inter-SC can be understood as a neural 270 counterpart of inter-rater agreement (Krippendorff, 2004; Riff, Lacy, and Fico, 2014) at 271 the level of individual brain regions, and that inter-SC of neural processes can quantify 272 the extent to which a movie, or any other communicative signal, is successfully 273 transmitted into a recipient's brain (Hasson, Ghazanfar, Galantucci, Garrod, and 274 Keysers, 2012). This naturally leads to questions about the content or nature of these 275 reliably shared responses. While acknowledging the limits of reverse inference (Poldrack, 276 2006), the question seems at least partially addressable for sensory and perceptual 277 regions: By parametrizing the movie into constituent features, one can identify how 278 these are tracked by regional responses or can reverse-correlate from neural responses 279 back to movie features (Naselaris, Kay, Nishimoto, and Gallant, 2011; Ringach and 280 Shapley, 2004) . For higher-order regions, however, which are less tightly coupled to 281 immediate stimulus properties and less reliably correlated across receivers, our 282 knowledge about the psychological interpretation of activity remains limited (e.g. dACC 283 or default mode regions). However, inter-subject correlation methods provide unique 284 opportunities to examine these higher-order integrative processes, for instance, by 285 systematically varying the psychological state across or within individuals.
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Intra-subject correlations 287
Intra-subject correlations assess the stability and individual variability of movie-evoked 288 responses. Overall, we find intra-subject correlations to be slightly higher than 289 inter-subject correlations whenever there is reliable inter-or intra-SC in the first place 290 (e.g. for 15 out of 15 regions with pairwise values above 0.1). This is noteworthy for two 291 reasons: First, we analyzed signals from relatively large regions, which should have 292 reduced the impact of anatomical differences that might favor higher intra-subject 293 correlations, but still found higher intra-than inter-subject responses. This points to 294 individual differences in functional brain responses, which are a topic of ongoing 295 research (Campbell et al., 2015; Finn et al., 2017) . Second, although slightly higher, the 296 intra-subject correlations were generally of a comparable magnitude to inter-SC (i.e. 297 both around r = 0.3 in visual cortex). This value range may at first seem low compared 298 to what is considered adequate in psychometrics, but we note that the underlying data 299 are based on one single viewing. As such, the intra-subject correlations could be 300 substantially increased by averaging across multiple trials -just as for inter-subject 301 correlations, or classical task-based studies that report higher stability (Plichta et al., 302 2012). A further noteworthy finding from the intra-subject analysis concerns the dACC, 303 where intra-SCs were not even nominally higher than inter-SC (see Figure 2 right panel) . 304 This suggests pronounced intra-individual variability (e.g. motivation, attention, 305 habituation) that is apparently comparable in size to inter-individual differences, and 306 poses a challenge for reliable measurement (Nord, Gray, Charpentier, Robinson, and 307 Roiser, 2017).
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One key issue for intra-subject analyses is that the underlying phenomenon might 309 vary over time. Indeed, viewers who watched the erotic clips the second time might 310 have started to either habituate or sensitize, or form predictions. This would likely 311 9/16 change motivational salience and cognitive control processing and thus affect 312 intra-subject correlations, which certainly cannot result from anatomical differences.
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Overall, more work is needed to examine intra-subject correlations, and only few studies 314 have begun to look more deeply into these issues, which can complement large 315 population studies (Savoy, 2006) . 316 Averaging across viewers to create more reliable aggregate 317 measures 318 Finally, we examined the effects of aggregation on fMRI time series correlations and 319 showed that this yields highly reliable aggregate measures. In psychometrics, it is 320 commonplace to combine individual items that tap into a common construct into a 321 scale. Importantly, the idea of aggregating over multiple items can be applied when 322 raters are treated as items, which effectively blends the notion of internal consistency 323 and inter-rater reliability. As shown in Figures 1 and 3 , the similarity between averaged 324 time courses increases markedly as we 'average in' data from additional viewers. Thus, 325 high inter-group correlations emerge for many regions for which inter-subject 326 correlations were barely detectable. For example, the high correlation around r = 0.9 for 327 the visual cortex shows that this procedure drastically reduces noise due to technical 328 factors like scanner noise and non-shared signals such as individual differences.
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One important benefit of this boost in reliability is related to the fact that 330 'reliability limits validity', i.e. that the correlation between two measures will, on 331 average, not exceed the product of their individual reliabilities. Consider, for example, a 332 scenario in which the goal is to examine fMRI-and fNIRS responses during movie 333 processing (Hasson et al., 2008) . In such cases, group-averaging can markedly improve 334 the accuracy at which similarities between the measures can be assessed and thereby aid 335 methods comparison. Perhaps more importantly, higher reliability will also improve 336 correlations between fMRI measures and psychological variables, such as continuous 337 attention , or psychological traits and other external 338 variables (Berkman and Falk, 2013; Cohen, 1992; Poldrack et al., 2017) .
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Beyond better measurement, however, the issue of aggregation across individuals 340 also raises interesting theoretical questions in their own right. If a region has no 341 common signal to aggregate, this suggests that it is either not engaged by the stimulus 342 in the first place (e.g., olfactory cortex during visual stimulation), that the region was 343 not scanned reliably, or that functional anatomical or psychological factors produce 344 variability between viewers. This latter point, together with the above discussion of 345 intra-subject analysis, speaks to long-standing distinctions between commonality and 346 individual differences in psychology (Lamiell, 2003) . In this sense, the benefit of 347 aggregation is that we 'average in' common signal and obtain highly reliable measures, 348 but at the same time we 'average out' idiosyncratic information about anatomical or 349 psychological differences; whether inter-or intra-SC analyses are to be chosen thus 350 depends on the specific research question. Of note, this is not only an issue for 351 aggregated ISC analyses, but is actually implicit in second level tests in the widespread 352 statistical parametric mapping approach (Friston et al., 1994) .
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Implications for reliability of fMRI, limitations, and questions same analyses for a different visual movie (neutral clips) and there is first evidence that 360 this also applies to other modalities (e.g. (Lerner, Honey, Silbert, and Hasson, 2011) . 361 Second, we decided to study correlations between regional responses rather than 362 individual voxels. The reason for this is that we are primarily interested in the level of 363 meso-scale brain systems linked to affect and attention, which are plausible targets for 364 media effects. Additionally, examining regional responses helps to overcome anatomical 365 differences at smaller scales and provides a straightforward, scalable strategy. Of course, 366 much can be learned from studying voxel level similarities or using these for functional 367 normalization as in Hyperalignment (Haxby et al., 2011) or shared response models 368 . Third, we communicate relevant information about variability via 369 the error bars in Figures 1-3 , but otherwise avoid sole reliance on null-hypothesis tests. 370 Conventional significance tests are not immediately relevant to our main points 371 regarding inter-SC, intra-SC, their spatial distribution, and the effects of aggregation 372 (Gigerenzer, 2004) , and different types of tests with different sample sizes would be 373 adequate for inter-SC, intra-SC, and inter-group similarity. For example, if the goal is 374 to test whether a distribution of pairwise ISCs is significantly different from zero, then 375 recent work by Chen and colleagues (2016) provides a discussion of the statistical 376 dependency among pairwise correlations. If one wants to test whether two individual 377 time series -either from two viewers, viewings, or two aggregate time-series -are 378 significantly related, then classical time-series methods are appropriate (Cochrane and 379 Orcutt, 1949; Hamilton, 1994) . Fourth, we present findings from the perspective of 380 classical test theory (CTT) because it is intuitive and most researchers in neuroscience 381 and psychology are familiar with it. However, generalizability theory (Cronbach, 1972; 382 Gao and Harris, 2012) offers an advanced framework to decompose different facets of 383 variation (e.g. persons, items, raters, time, or setting) and assess their relative 384 contribution. Future multi-site, multi-stimulus, multi-method, and population-level 385 initiatives may perform G analyses to produce comprehensive neural reliability maps for 386 different facets (Dubois and Adolphs, 2016; O'Connor et al., 2016) . Related to this, the 387 time-series correlations we report are linked and in some cases mathematically 388 equivalent to intra-class correlations (ICC) (Shrout and Lane, 2012) . Finally, it will be 389 interesting to expand the notion of process similarity beyond relationships among 390 corresponding single brain regions: well-controlled movies provide an ideal tool to study 391 similarities of dynamic functional connectivity (Bassett et al., 2011; Simony et al., 392 2016), or similarities of more complex network measures (Andric, 393 Small, and Pannunzi et al., 2016; Sizemore, Giusti, Betzel, and Bassett, 394 2016; Wang et al., 2017) . Critically, these findings should not be taken to evaluate the 395 reliability of fMRI as a whole. There is no such thing as the reliability of a measure and 396 a multitude of factors will affect the magnitude of correlations. For example, the 397 relatively modest ISC in ACC should not be taken as universal, as different stimuli (e.g 398 a movie with shorter duration or strong negative contents), different participants (e.g. 399 patients), or different scanning parameters could change the magnitude of the 400 correlations. However, the outlined conceptual framework is robust to such specifics and 401 disentangling different facets of within and between person variation can contribute to 402 the development of fMRI in the next decades (Dubois and Adolphs, 2016) .
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Summary and conclusion 404
This study examined inter-and intra-subject correlations during movie viewing and 405 linked the underlying notion of neural process similarity to aspects of reliability.
406
Especially in the era of multi-lab population neuroimaging initiatives, this approach 407 holds great promise for probing a wider psychological repertoire in a highly reliable and 408 controlled, but eminently scalable way (O'Connor et al., 2016) . This may lead to 409 neurometric databases of functional brain responses to movies or stories and yield 410 11/16 important information about the distribution of normal brain function and for the 411 diagnosis of disorders (Dubois and Adolphs, 2016) . Importantly, while this paper 412 focuses on methodological concepts, the measures of neural process similarity are of 413 interest in their own right and offer new means to examine inter-and intra-individual 414 neural differences in higher-order cognitive and motivational processes (Campbell et al., 415 2015; Hasson et al., 2009; Honey, Thompson, Lerner, and Hasson, 2012; Imhof et al., 416 2017; Naci, Cusack, Anello, and Owen, 2014; Schmälzle et al., 2013) .
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Pairwise intersubject correlation
Pairwise intersubject correlation (1st vs. 2nd viewing) ). The second column shows a variant of the first column in which pairwise correlations are computed across runs (e.g. r S1V1-vs.-S2V2 ). The third column shows the average intra-subject correlation between the first and second viewing. The last column shows the split-half correlation, i.e. intersubject or inter-group correlations between the averaged time course from 12 viewers vs. the averaged time course of the remaining 12 viewers (averaged across permutations of the group-forming process).
Intra-subject correlation (1st vs. 2nd viewing)
Split-half correlation
